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Start saving money with these
piggy banks made from recycled
materials! Your child will enjoy
making this piggy bank using
empty bottles you have got at
home. It is fun, useful, and…
eco-friendly!
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Cut up corks and carve them with a
cutter to make the legs and eyes.

KIDS ACTIVITIES

WHAT YOU NEED

> 1 small plastic bottle of milk
and 1 small plastic bottle of
single cream
> 1 card sheet
> Wire
> Tissue paper (you can find it
for example in shoes boxes or
as wrapping paper for clothes or
gifts)
> Corks
> 1 cutter
> 1 wire cutter to cut and
shape the wire
> 1 pencil
> 1 glass of water
> 1 brush
> White glue - strong and
water-soluble
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Cut a piece of wire, bend it in half, and
shape with a wire cutter to create a
corkscrew tail.
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Draw and cut the ears from card,
as shown on the example.
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Glue the legs, eyes, tail and ears onto
the bottles.
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Stick tissue paper on the piggy banks
using white glue mixed with a bit of
water, and allow to dry.
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Artist tips:
Using the same method and
materials, you can make piggy banks
with shapes of other animals such as
a cat, a dog, a donkey, etc. You just
have to change the shape and size
of ears, legs and transform the snout
by adding for example whiskers (for a
cat) or drawing teeth (for a donkey).

POSCAS USED
IN THIS WORKSHOP:
> TIP PC-8K
gold, silver
> TIP PC-5M
GOLD, SILVER
> TIP PC-3M
black, metallic pink
> TIP PC-1MR
black
> BRUSH PCF-350
black
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Once the piggy banks are completely
dry, slice a small slot with a cutter on
each piggy bank’s back to insert coins
or bank notes.
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Customise and decorate the piggy
banks with POSCAs.
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